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ABSTRACT 
An estimate from below for the smallest eigenvalue 9( A 0 C) of the Hadamard 
product A 0 C of an M-matrix A and an inverse M-matrix C is proved. In particular, 
if A is an M-matrix of order n, we obtain the inequality 9( A 0 A-‘) > l/n. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
If A is an M-matrix, there exists a positive eigenvalue of A equal to 
bW’)I-‘, where p(A-‘) is the Perron eigenvahxe of the nonnegative 
matrix A- l. We shall denote this eigenvalue by 9(A). 
The Hadamard product of two matrices A = (aik) and B = (bik) of the 
same dimensions is the matrix A 0 B = (aik bik). 
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It has been noted [l, 31 that the Hadamard product A 0 B-i of an 
M-matrix A and the inverse of an M-matrix B is again an M-matrix. We 
intend to find an estimate for 9( A 0 BP’) from below and then prove as a 
special case the inequality for n x n M-matrices 
(1.1) 
This gives a partial answer to a problem posed in [2], where it was proved 
that 
9(A 0 APi) < I. (1.2) 
II. RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let A and B be n X n M-matrices, and suppose B is 





9(B) C,uiV, ’ 
(2.1) 
Proof. First, we shall present three propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1. Zf P is an irreducible M-matrix and Pz > KZ for a 
nonnegative nonzero vector z, then K < 9(P). 
Proof. There exists a positive eigenvector u of PT corresponding to 
9(P): i.e. 
PTu = 9( P)u. 
If Pz >, KZ, then 9(P)uTz = uTPz > KU~Z. Since uTz > 0, the proposition 
follows. n 
The second proposition was proved in [ 11, [3], [4], and [5]. 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf C = (c,,) is a diagonally dominant M-matrix, i.e. 
'iz ’ C lCikl for all i , 
k#i 
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then for C-l = (yik) we have 
Yii ’ Yji forall i,j, i#j. (2.2) 
Proof. Suppose y,, < y,, for some r and p f r. We can then assume 
Y p, >, Y,, for all q. Since cppypr + Xi + pcpjyjr = 0, we have 
%PYPr = C IcpjlYjr ifp 
G C IcpjlYpr 
j+P 
< CppYpr ) 
which is a contradiction. 
Hence (2.2) holds for all pairs i, j. n 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose A and C are n X n M-matrices. Then A 0 C- ’ is 
an M-matrix. 
Proof. Because of diagonal scaling, we may assume that both A and CT 
are diagonally dominant. 
By Proposition 2, the inverse of C, C1 = (y,,), satisfies 
Yii a Yij forallpairs i, j. (2.3) 
The matrix A 0 C I has all of its diagonal entries positive and all of its 
off-diagonal entries nonpositive. Thus, it suffices to show that it is diagonally 
dominant of its rows. Indeed, 
aiiYii ’ C laijlYii a C laijlYij3 
j#i j#i 
which completes the proof. n 
Now we return to the proof of the theorem. 
Define C = BTV, where V = diag( vi). Since the matrix C is diagonally 
dominant, it follows from (2.2) that for B-’ = (&), we have 
0; ‘/I,, > u,: ‘p, j forallpairs i, j. 
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Thus, we get 
pij < sflii for all pairs i, j. 
I 
Since B-‘u = [l/9( B)]u, we obtain for ah i 
1 vj"jPii 
--ui=~pijuj~~----* 
9CB) j j vi 
Therefore, it follows that 
uivi 
pii a 9( B)Cu,v, 
for all i. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Next, we define P = A 0 B- ‘, and assume first that P is irreducible. Since 
B-’ is positive [7], then A is irreducible as well, and there exists a positive 
eigenvector y = (y,) corresponding to 9(A), i.e. Ay = q(A)y. NOW let z be 
the vector (z,), where 
Yi 
zi=--, i=1,2 n. ,..., 
‘i 
We shall show that Pz > KZ, for K = (min, Pkk)q(A). 
We have for any i 
(Pz), = (Q,,~ _ c ‘“iilpij”i 
8 j+i I 
1, aiiPii; - $ c lUijlYj 
I t j#i 
= k9(A)yi 
t 
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By Proposition 1, we have 
Finally, utilizing (2.5) 
9(A) mini(uioi) 
as asserted. 
Now, let P be reducible. Since B is irreducible, we have B-’ is positive. 
Thus A is reducible, and the result follows by continuity from the previous 
case. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. W 
THEOREM 2. Zf D is a doubly stocastic matrix which is an inverse 
M-matrix as well, then 
q(AoD) > by(A). (2.6) 
Proof. The follows immediately from Theorem 1, since both vectors u 
and v can be chosen as e, the vector of all ones. 
REMARK. Both the inequalities (2.1) and (2.6) are the best possible in the 
following sense. There exist matrices for which the ratio of the two sides of 
these inequalities is arbitrarily close to 1. It suffices to choose, for any 
M-matrix A, the matrix 
(&)Z+(&)eeT with e>O, small, 
as the matrix D in (2.6), or as B-’ in (2.1)). 
THEOREM 3. Let A be an n X n M-matrix. 
q(AoA-‘)a:. 
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Proof. If A is irreducible, then A i is positive and A 0 A i is again 
irreducible. By a well-known result of Sinkhorn [6], there exist diagonal 
matrices D, and D, with positive diagonal entries such that D,A - ‘Da is 
doubly stochastic. The matrix B = DF~AD;’ is again an M-matrix and 
satisfies 9(A 0 A-‘) = 9(B 0 K’), since 
By Theorem 1, 
903) 1 1 
9(B4r’)>--=- 
9(B) n n’ 
which proves the theorem in this case. 
Now let A be reducible. We may assume that A has a block upper 
triangular form (A +) with irreducible diagonal blocks A ii, i = 1,. . . , s. Then 
A ~ ’ is again block upper triangular with diagonal irreducible blocks A; ‘. 
Since 
and 
c~(A~~~A;~‘) > ;, 
I 
where A jj has order nj, then, by the previous result, we obtain 
1 1 1 
q(AoA-‘)amin-=-------------- 
j ?lj maxjnj n’ 
This completes our proof of Theorem 2. 
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III. SOME OBSERVATIONS 
For R = 2, the best estimate for 9( A 0 A _ ‘) is 1 and not f, as given in 
Theorem 2. If we denote, for n 2 2, by C the R x n permutation matrix (ci j) 




i 1 -c for E>O 1+& 
is an M-matrix. Then 
zE”z?= (l+E)n_l (1+E)n [z - --&) 
and 
9(z oz_l>= o+E)“-2[(l+~)2-ll 
E F (1+e)“-1 
= ; + O(E). 
This example demonstrates that the best estimate for 9( A 0 A ‘) is not 
greater than 2/n, when A is an 
n n M-matrix} < I 2/n, 
Wz 
A is n n M-matrix, 0 A- 
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